Multicolor Spectral Analyses of Mitotic and Meiotic Mouse Chromosomes Involved in Multiple Robertsonian Translocations. II. The NMRI/CD and CD/TA Hybrid Strains.
Multicolor spectral analyses (spectral karyotyping) were performed on mitotic chromosomes of NMRI, CD, and TA mice and on male meiotic chromosomes (diakineses) of NMRI/CD and CD/TA hybrids. All chromosomes, including the various centric (robertsonian) fusions, could be unequivocally identified. Apart from the robertsonian translocations, which were previously detected by conventional banding analyses, no other interchromosomal rearrangements were found in these mice. In both the CD and TA mice, the autosomes 19 and the XY sex chromosomes are not involved in robertsonian translocations. In diakineses of male meiosis of the NMRI/CD hybrid, the 9 expected trivalents were present, whereas in those of the CD/TA hybrids a stable large meiotic multivalent, formed by 15 robertsonian fusion chromosomes and 2 terminally located normal chromosomes, was observed. The specific sequential order of the robertsonian fusion chromosomes found within this meiotic chain was as theoretically predicted. In the majority of diakineses of the NMRI/CD and CD/TA hybrids, the free autosomal bivalent 19 and the XY sex bivalent formed noticeable tight spatial associations.